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Abstract: With the increasing civil aviation passengers and the rapid development of aviation logistics，the study on
remotely piloted operation（RPO）mode has received extensive attention. RPO mode constructs the piloting decision-

making mode which involves the tripartite collaboration among airborne automatic/autonomous system，remote
ground-based crews and air traffic control. In this paper，we describe the organizing architecture for commercial
remotely piloted aircraft（CRPA）system and its components. Compared with the current operation mode，the new
air-ground collaborative decision-making mode has been established with six different situations based on the type of
the flight and the condition of the remote pilot. Taking airport surface operation as an experimental example，we
model the airport surface operation process and compare the advantages and disadvantages between RPO mode and
the current dual-pilot mode from the perspectives of time and operation coverage，and draw conclusions that RPO
mode can basically cover the flight operations of the dual-pilot，improve the accuracy of pilot operations and greatly
reduce response time by 48% in pre-flight inspection. The above research would be the foundation for the RPO
development of commercial aircraft in China.
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0 Introduction

It is known that the crew of civil airliners has
evolved from the five-person operating mode that
consists of a captain，a first⁃officer，a flight engi⁃
neer，a navigator and a radio operator to the dual-pi⁃
lot operating mode that only contains a captain and a
first⁃officer. But the dual-pilot mode［1］，which in⁃
cludes piloting operations，environmental monitor⁃
ing，interactive driving，decision making and substi⁃
tute for the incapacitated pilot， has never been
changed since then. With continuous increase of civ⁃
il aviation passengers and rapid development of avia⁃
tion logistics，there has been a growing demand for
pilots，but the high cost and long cycle of pilot-train⁃
ing make the aviation market in short supply. There⁃
fore， the study on remotely piloted operation

（RPO）mode for commercial aircraft has received
extensive attention.

The future development trend［2］of commercial
aircraft is shown in Fig. 1. Our research group has
conducted relevant research on single pilot opera⁃
tions（SPO）［3］ and started to gradually involve in the
research and analysis on RPO mode. The flight or⁃
ganization and management process of commercial
remotely piloted aircraft（CRPA） is to construct
flight task and implement flight management in ac⁃
cordance with flight task requirements，flight plan
arrangement and flight environment. Among them，

the ground station，controlled by ground operaters；
is responsible for the organization and management
of flight planning，flight environment，flight situa⁃
tion，flight status and flight task. The airborne con⁃
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trol system is responsible for flight environment in⁃
formation perception，flight status organization，air⁃
borne equipment management， flight environment
report，flight status report and equipment operation

status report. The air-ground data link is responsible
for downloading flight information and reports as
well as uploading flight instructions and flight assis⁃
tance parameters.

In this paper，we focus on the requirements for
flight process organization of commercial aircraft，
and adopt RPO mode，instead of the current dual-pi⁃
lot mode，according to the flight environment and
the target of unmanned driving. By constructing the
piloting decision-making mode，which involves the
tripartite collaboration⁃airborne automatic/autono⁃
mous system，remote ground-based crews，and air
traffic control，we aim to realize the organization of
flight process from the take-off airport to the destina⁃
tion airport，covering all flight phases，flight envi⁃
ronments， meteorological conditions， airport re⁃
quirements，system capabilities and states，and to
meet the requirements for effective decision-making
capabilities，costs，credibility，and safety goals of
RPO mode［4］. By taking airport surface operation as
an experimental example，we draw conclusions that
RPO mode can basically cover the flight operations
of the dual-pilot，improve the accuracy of pilot oper⁃
ations and greatly reduce response time.

1 Commercial Remotely Piloted

Aircraft System

The significant difference between RPO mode
and the current dual-pilot mode is that there is no pi⁃
lot and cockpit on board in PRO mode. The data
which is traditionally displayed in the cockpit instru⁃
mentation system passes through the command and
control link（C2 link） to the ground station. Since
there is no pilot to observe the information outside

the aircraft through the porthole in the cockpit，in or⁃
der to reduce the loss of visual information，several
cameras need to be installed on the nose to monitor
conditions outside in real time［5］. The data should be
analyzed by airborne data fusion and intelligent anal⁃
ysis system，and the processed useful information
will be transmitted to the ground station through C2
link and presented to the remote pilot. Affected by
the bandwidth of C2 link and transferring costs of
satellite，the original on-board video data will not be
transmitted to the ground station，and the ground
station can visualize the data through ground simula⁃
tion software.

From the psychological point of view， the
workload of remotely piloting is greater than that of
piloting onboard. In order to reduce the workload of
remote pilots，CRPA needs more automated equip⁃
ment to assist remote pilots in piloting the aircraft to
ensure flight safety，for example，surface operation
automatic systems，off-board information monitor⁃
ing and alarm systems，automatic take-off systems，
and so on. CCAR Part 25 also states that pilots
should use the airborne automatic system as much
as possible when piloting. Moreover，to further re⁃
duce the workload of remote pilots and improve air⁃
space utilization and flight safety，CRPA can fly au⁃
tonomously in the traffic area authorized by air traf⁃
fic control（ATC）through the airborne autonomous
system. Therefore，with the assistance of the air⁃
borne automatic and autonomous system， the re⁃

Fig.1 Future development trend of commercial aircraft
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mote pilot only acts as a“remote co-pilot”to moni⁃
tor the flight.

1. 1 Remote ground-based crews

The CRPA’s remote ground crews consist of
three members：A remote pilot who is responsible
for remotely piloting the aircraft and the safety of
the flight，and has a sole control of the aircraft，a co-

pilot who is the airline dispatcher and a backup re⁃
mote pilot who takes charge of the aircraft when the
remote pilot is incapacitated or off-duty. However，
several remote pilots can control the aircraft to ac⁃
complish the flight task in different flight phases.
For example，limited by C2 link，the latency of da⁃
ta transferring will increase when there is only one
ground station be responsible for long distance
flight. In order to accomplish the entire flight pro⁃
cess smoothly， two or more ground stations are
needed to work in turn，but only one takes charge of
the aircraft at a time. Therefore，there is only one
remote pilot of the CRPA’s remote ground crews
can control the aircraft，but the remote pilot may be
replaced as the flight progresses［6］.

1. 2 Ground station of CRPA

The remotely piloted ground station of CRPA
consists of a set of equipment for remotely piloting，
including joystick，throttle，remote pilot and air con⁃
troller communication system，remote pilot driving
assistance system，remote pilot workload monitor⁃
ing system，intelligent distribution system of human-

machine functions，and remote pilot operation speci⁃
fication monitoring system，etc. The ground station
is generally settled in a safe and closed place. A CR⁃
PA is consists of one or more ground stations，the
number of which depends on the range of flight，the
coverage of the communication chain，and the reli⁃
ability of data transferring.

1. 3 Command and control link

The command and control link provides the
communication channel for remote pilots controlling
CRPA through the ground station. The link in⁃
cludes radio line-of-sight（RLOS）and beyond radio
line-of-sight（BRLOS）. RLOS refers to the situa⁃
tion that the transmitter and receiver are within the

coverage of the radio link and can communicate with
each other directly， or when communicating
through the terrestrial wired network，the transmit⁃
ter is within the CRPA’s radio range and could ac⁃
complish the transferring within the corresponding
time range. BRLOS means that the transmitter and
receiver cannot accomplish any configuration of
RLOS. The ground station cannot accomplish the
transferring within the corresponding time range un⁃
der BRLOS unless it uses the help of satellite or oth⁃
er intermediary systems.

1. 4 Communication with ATC

In the early stages of the development of CR⁃
PA， the operation of the existing ATC system
should not be affected. So the general requirements
for communication between air traffic controllers
and remote pilots are the same as that for manned
aircraft which operating in the same airspace. In ad⁃
dition to very high frequency（VHF）voice，there al⁃
so include requirements for supporting air traffic con⁃
trol data links. However，it is also possible to adopt
various alternative communication architectures，
since the pilot is not on the plane. Regardless of
which architecture is adopted， the function of air
traffic control communication should meet the re⁃
quired communication performance specified for the
airspace in which the CRPA operates.

1. 5 Detecting and avoiding

Detecting and avoiding refers to the ability to
observe or detect traffic conflicts or other dangers
and to take appropriate actions. This capability is de⁃
signed to ensure the safe execution of CRPA flights
and enable full integration into all types of airspace
with other airspace users. For CRPA，appropriate
technology or programs are required to enable re⁃
mote pilots to have similar abilities that pilots on⁃
board got through one or more senses，like sight，
hearing，touch，and related cognitive process. To
ensure safety objectives for the operation of specific
airspace，appropriate actions are needed to be taken
to avoid dangers like potentially conflicting traffic in
hazardous situations.
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1. 6 Air traffic management

The inclusion of CRPA into non-segregated air⁃
space is a gradual process based on technological ad⁃
vances and the development of relevant proce⁃
dures［7］，thus the CRPA can be seamlessly integrat⁃
ed into manned aircraft transportafion. Consider⁃
ation must be given to minimizing the risks to all air⁃
space users when adding any type of airspace user in⁃
to the existing air aviation system. Therefore，the
state and the service provider under supervision
should deploy the safety management principles and
conduct relevant analysis when introducing the oper⁃
ation of the CRPA system［8-11］，and these principles
and analysis should reflect continuous progress of
CRPA’s system capability.

2 RPO Mode for Commercial Air‑

craft

Cockpit flight crew members，occupying the
very important position in civil aviation transporta⁃
tion，need to rely on their own ability to cope with
the changing flight environments and conditions，
make reasonable decisions，operate the aircraft and
safely accomplish flight tasks. If the workload of the
crew does not match the number of crew members
during the flight，the pilot may lose concentration
and slack off， leading to catastrophic crashes.
CCAR Part 25 and its appendices have specified air⁃
worthiness requirements for minimum flight crews，
that is，the minimum number of crew members who
can safely accomplish the flight task without exces⁃
sive concentration or fatigue under the condition that
the equipment configuration and layout of the cock⁃
pit have been determined. For a long time， this
clause has been regarded as the first concerning hu⁃
man factors in the cockpit of civil aircraft.

Under the current dual-pilot driving mode，al⁃
though both pilots have the ability to pilot the air⁃
craft，only one is in charge of the flight operation，
that is，the pilot flying（PF），who controls the air⁃
craft according to the flight plan and monitors the
flight path and deviation in real time. The other is
the pilot monitoring（PM），who is responsible for
assisting PF to accomplish navigation，communica⁃

tion，monitoring and other tasks to relieve PF’s
flight pressure，take the place of PF when PF is in
abnormal state［12］. Therefore，in the dual-pilot driv⁃
ing mode，the two communicate with each other
through languages，and body movements， to ac⁃
complish the flight task safely. CCAR Part 25 pro⁃
poses that the“minimum flight crews”should be no
less than two pilots，but the main pilot can only be
one，since two pilots are not allowed to pilot the air⁃
craft at the same time. That the key element of the
design is allowing a single pilot to operate.

The reason for requiring at least two pilots in
CCAR Part 25 is to make sure the probability of ac⁃
cident is no higher than 10－9. As long as the reliabili⁃
ty of air-ground data link meets 10－9 probability，
the aircraft can be controlled by a single remote pilot
from the ground station to accomplish the flight.
There is a probability of 10－9 that pilots are both in
an abnormal state under the dual-pilot driving mode.
Unlike the pilot in the cockpit，in RPO mode，when
the original remote pilot is incapacitated，the ground
surveillance system first detects this condition and
temporarily transfers control to the airborne auto⁃
matic/autonomous system which is more intelligent
and capable of handling such emergencies. It is simi⁃
lar to the automatic braking system and the automat⁃
ic avoidance system of the car. Additionally，the air⁃
line can assign other remote pilots to take over the
aircraft. The order of dealing with this emergency is
that the airborne automatic/autonomous system，

the backup remote pilot intervenes. Therefore，
RPO research can only be carried out with the sup⁃
port of advanced airborne automatic/autonomous
systems，and under the support of them as well as
air-ground data link，the ground remote pilot can
successfully accomplish the flight process while en⁃
suring flight safety.

2. 1 Organizing architecture of RPO mode

RPO mode for commercial aircraft establishes
the cooperative mode of airborne automatic system，

airborne autonomous system and remote pilot of air⁃
lines，aiming at meeting the requirements for flight
capability and safety level of dual-pilot mode.
Among them，the airborne automatic system，ac⁃
cording to the standard flight procedures of the air⁃
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craft，can accomplish the nominal flight process by
using the airborne automatic equipment，and there
is no need for manual participation in decision-mak⁃
ing，because it is executed according to the automat⁃
ic procedures in the whole process， and it will
switch into the ground manual piloting mode under
the off-nominal flight.

Airborne autonomous system，based on the air⁃
borne intelligent sensing technology，can monitor
other aircraft’s operations in the airspace，build the
current environmental awareness and airspace flight
state prediction，and accomplish autonomous collab⁃
orative operation and management with the optimi⁃
zation of flight performance. It can realize the auton⁃
omous flight in the complex airspace environment.
The remote pilot can obtain real-time airborne data
and accomplish the remotely piloting of the aircraft
through the ground station based on the communica⁃
tion link. He/she can also coordinate with ATC and
the airline under the support of the ground automatic
system. In order to meet the requirements for the
current dual-pilot driving mode where one pilot is
flying the aircraft and the other monitoring，the air⁃
line ground operators normally consist of two per⁃

sons in the RPO mode：A remote pilot who is re⁃
sponsible for the remote piloting of the aircraft，and
a dispatcher who monitoring the flight. The organiz⁃
ing architecture of RPO mode for commercial air⁃
craft are shown in Fig. 2.

The goal of the RPO mode for commercial air⁃
craft is to meet the requirements of the flight pro⁃
cess organization and build four modes［13］，include⁃
ing nominal flight operation and pilot healthy，off-
nominal flight operation and pilot healthy，nominal
flight operation and pilot incapacitated，and off-nom⁃
inal flight operation and pilot incapacitated，based
on the conditions of the flight environment and the
ability state of the remote pilot. By the cooperation
of airborne automatic/autonomous system and the
remote pilot，the RPO mode could realize the orga⁃
nization of the flight process from the take-off air⁃
port to the destination airport，covering all flight
phases， flight environment，meteorological condi⁃
tion，airport requirements，system capabilities and
states. It can compete the decision-making ability，
efficiency， effectiveness of the current dual-pilot
mode， and realize cost， credibility， and security
goals.

2. 2 Air‑ground collaboration system architec‑

ture

The main feature of the commercial RPO
mode which is different from the dual-pilot mode is
that it is based on the air-ground cooperative control

organization mode with the air-ground data link.
The RPO mode needs to rely on the ground remote
pilot，in collaboration with the airborne automatic
and autonomous system，to accomplish the flight，
since there are no pilots on board. Moreover，the re⁃

Fig.2 Organizing architecture of RPO mode for commercial aircraft
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mote pilot is fully responsible for the safety of the
flight under the condition that the air-ground data
link is running normally. The ground remote pilot
use the station to implement remote flight planning
and re-planning， task planning， organization and
management，which could effectively improve air⁃
craft’s capabilities of flight operating and process⁃
ing，and achieve ground flight organization and man⁃
agement. The airborne automatic system could real⁃
ize flight environment information collection，flight
status organization and flight operation execution，
as well as flight information perception and flight
system management so as to reduce the need for pi⁃
lot’s capacities in controlling airborne equipment，
and accomplish the nominal flight.

The airborne autonomous system can realize
autonomous flight in the airspace authorized by
ATC， including real-time trajectory optimization，
real-time path adjustment within authorized airspace
in the event of some emergency，etc.，and there is
no need to apply in advance to ATC，and just to

send the changed route information to it. For exam⁃
ple，during an approaching phase where the pilot’s
workload is heavy，the airborne autonomous system
can sense the flight status of surrounding aircraft
through the ADS-B system and obtain the flight
path of them from ATC at the same time，then au⁃
tonomously accomplish the flight based on the opti⁃
mal track（for example，the lowest fuel consump⁃
tion）and the aircraft’s current status within the au⁃
thorized airspace，and send the path information to
ATC in real time to accomplish the autonomous
flight. With the support of the airborne autonomous
system，there is no need for the remote pilot control⁃
ling the aircraft most of the time，but only to moni⁃
tor the ground thereby reducing the workload.

The air-ground data link provides high-speed
data transferring to improve air-ground cooperation
capabilities，support flight environment perception
and task decision-making. The air-ground coopera⁃
tion system architecture in RPO mode for commer⁃
cial aircraft is shown in Fig. 3.

2. 3 Air‑ground collaborative decision‑making

mode

The important goal and premise of RPO mode
for commercial aircraft is to cover the flight control
process and safety guarantee of the current dual-pi⁃
lot mode. An important feature of the dual-pilot
mode is the human-human interactive decision-mak⁃

ing mode，that is，the independent perception and
interactive cognitive decision-making of the captain
and the first officer，while the important feature of
RPO mode is the human-machine interactive deci⁃
sion-making mode that means the ground remote pi⁃
lot’s abilities and cognition make interactive deci⁃
sions with the rules and logic of machines（airborne

Fig.3 Air-ground cooperation system architecture in RPO mode for commercial aircraft
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automatic systems and airborne autonomous sys⁃
tems）. Moreover，RPO mode requires collaborative
decision-making with the machine based on whether
the aircraft is nominally flying and whether the
ground remote pilot is in normal abilities.
2. 3. 1 Air‑ground collaborative decision‑making

architecture

According to whether the pilot participating in
the flight decision-making，the aircraft flight process
is divided into nominal flight process that does not
require pilot decision and off-nominal flight process
that require pilot decision. In a nominal flight that
does not require pilots participation in decision-mak⁃
ing，the flight can be accomplished by the airborne
automatic system or the airborne autonomous sys⁃
tem， thereby ensuring， for example， the compli⁃
ance of the actual flight path with the predicted
flight path including error tolerance，and the compli⁃
ance of flight operation and flight envelope. This
can reduce the workload of the remote pilot.
Healthy or incapacitated piloting ability is a descrip⁃
tion of whether the ground remote pilot is capable of
controlling the aircraft during the flight，like the pro⁃
cess when the ground remote pilot becomes ill or
leaves post，or the system is maliciously operated.

The airborne automatic/autonomous system
starts flying in the automatic piloting mode under
the condition of nominal flight and the ground re⁃
mote pilot has normal abilities. The remote pilot
just need to accomplish relevant monitoring tasks.
When the remote pilot is incapacitated as well as the
nominal flight，the airline should dispatch another
ground remote pilot to accomplish the surveillance
of the aircraft. Under off-nominal flight，the ground
remote pilot is responsible for the piloting and deci⁃
sion-making，and interacting with the air traffic con⁃
troller through the ground network with the assis⁃
tance of the airline dispatcher to accomplish off-nom⁃
inal flight task.

The core technology of the RPO mode for com⁃
mercial aircraft is to establish the human-machine in⁃
teractive decision-making ability of air-ground col⁃
laboration，covering the current dual-pilot man-man
interactive decision-making mode， as shown in

Fig. 4.

2. 3. 2 Air‑ground collaborative method

Since the ground remote pilot in the RPO
mode is the only operator who controls the aircraft
flight，his/her piloting ability and physical condition
are important for safe flight. Ground intelligent mon⁃
itoring equipment can be used to monitor the ground
remote pilot’s piloting specification in real time to
determine whether the aircraft is in a normal piloting
state. At the same time，the cognitive human-ma⁃
chine interface［14］ is used to monitor the pilot’s phys⁃
ical status in real time to determine whether the pi⁃
lot is in a healthy state，whether the pilot’s opera⁃
tion is normal and whether there is a malicious and
hazardous piloting behaviour［15］. The last one is par⁃
ticularly important for the RPO mode. The ground
surveillance system must contain the hazardous pi⁃
loting judgment function. When the ground remote
pilot is in a malicious and hazardous piloting state，
the system will alert and notify the airline manage⁃
ment department in real time to ensure flight safety.

Aiming at the pilot’s piloting specification and
physical status，the RPO mode for commercial air⁃
craft can dynamically adjust the controller of the air⁃
craft to ensure flight safety. As shown in Fig.5，it in⁃
cludes six situations，and the air-ground collabora⁃
tive method is explained as follows.

Fig.4 Air-ground collaborative decision-making architecture
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Input：：Remote pilot’s physical status P，flight
type F，time threshold T

Initialization：：Perform_flightMission = True
Algorithm description：：While（Perform_flight⁃

Mission）：

If Remote pilot’s physical status P = healthy ||
flight type F = nominal flight，then

Do Airborne automatic and autonomous sys⁃
tem executes control procedures to complete the
flight mission

Do Remote pilot monitors the flight
Do Airline dispatcher one-to-many assistance
Elseif Remote pilot’s physical status P = hea⁃

lthy || flight type F ！= nominal flight，then
Do Remote pilot takes charge of the aircraft
Do Airline dispatcher provides one-to-one as⁃

sistance
Elseif Remote pilot’s physical status P = inca⁃

pacitated，then：
Do Ground surveillance system detects and

confirms
Do Transfer control to the airborne automatic

and autonomous system

Do Airborne automatic and autonomous sys⁃
tem handles the emergency situation

Do Backup remote pilot takes charge of the air⁃
craft（backup = true）

If Access time t ≤ time threshold T || back⁃
up = true

Do Backup remote pilot takes charge of the air⁃
craft

Do Airline dispatcher one-to-one assistance
Else

Do Start the prefabricated emergency proce⁃
dure based on the flight process and stage

End while

The six situations shown in Fig.5 are based on
the premise that the communication of air-ground da⁃
ta link is normal. If the communication is not
smooth，the ground remote pilot cannot normally
control the aircraft and is not responsible for the
flight safety. At this time，the aircraft automatic sys⁃
tem will take control of the aircraft，under the guid⁃
ance of the control program，and automatically start
the emergency landing planner program. It will auto⁃
matically find the nearest airport in the navigation

Fig.5 Air-ground operation authorization of RPO mode
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database，and use ADS-B to send out the emergen⁃
cy code to make other aircraft. The aircraft accom⁃
plish the emergency landing process in accordance
with the automatic program settings.

3 Modeling of RPO Mode

In this part，we model the six situations men⁃
tioned above，establishing the collaborative mode
among the airborne automatic/autonomous system，

remote ground-based crews and ATC. Taking air⁃
port surface operation as an example，we study the
organization of airport surface traffic process，model
the airport surface operation process，and finally an⁃
alyze and compare the advantages/disadvantages be⁃
tween RPO mode and the current dual-pilot mode
from the perspectives of time［16］ and operation cover⁃
age.

3. 1 Modeling of authorization situation

Based on flight types and pilot’s piloting speci⁃
fication and physical status，there are six authoriza⁃
tion situations in RPO mode，as shown in the Fig.5.

We take the fifth situation as an example. When the
remote pilot is in an abnormal piloting state（hazard⁃
ous operating subjectively）and the aircraft is in the
nominal flight process，the ground surveillance sys⁃
tem detects the malicious operation and warns the
remote pilot that the operation is hazardous. If the
malicious operation is continued， the system will
cut off the current remote pilot’s control and trans⁃
fer it to the backup remote pilot. At this time，the
airborne automatic and autonomous system executes
the control procedures to control the aircraft，and
the backup remote pilot monitors the flight process
and is responsible for the flight safety.

Moreover，the dispatcher must provide one-on-

one assistance to the aircraft，and other aircraft pre⁃
viously assigned by him/her will be transferred to
other dispatchers of the airline. The dispatchers role
at this time is the“remote co-pilot”of the aircraft，
and is responsible for communicating with airlines
and air traffic controllers to assist the backup remote
pilot. The entire process described above is shown
in Fig.6.

3. 2 Modeling of airport surface operation

Airport surface operation is an important part
of CRPA’s flight process. In the composition of
flight infrastructure，such as airlines，airspaces，sat⁃
ellites and airports，airport resource（terminal air⁃
space）capability and surface operation effectiveness

are the core capabilities and important components
of CRPA flight process organization and operation.
Especially in metropolitan airports with high-density
take-offs and landings，the capacity，efficiency，cer⁃
tainty and safety of the airport surface operations af⁃
fect not only the aircrafts objective demand. but also

Fig.6 Sequence of the fifth situation
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the transport capacity and efficiency of the whole re⁃
gion.

Airport surface management is established on
the basis of airport surface capability， providing
guidance，surveillance and management of surface
operation through the cooperation among remote
ground-based crews，the airborne automatic/autono⁃
mous system and ATC. Therefore，airport surface
traffic operation and organization provide airport sur⁃
face guidance system，establish taxiing process mon⁃
itoring，construct and implement traffic situation de⁃
cision-making management［17］，enhance aircraft taxi⁃
ing efficiency，airport runway throughput，improve
airport arrival and departure flow，and realize air⁃

port surface traffic integrating organization and man⁃
agement.

Based on the above organizational structure of
airport surface traffic process，the traditional dual-pi⁃
lot operations will be assigned to the remote pilot，
the airline dispatcher and the airborne autonomous/
automatic system， to establish the cooperation
mode among remote ground-based crews，airborne
automatic and autonomous system and ATC. First，
we establish the status diagram of CRPA from prep⁃
arations for take-off to final taxiing，as well as the
emergency that needs change flight plan， to de⁃
scribe status transition information， as shown in
Fig. 7.

Based on the above description for airport sur⁃
face operation process under RPO mode，combined
with the air-ground collaborative decision-making ar⁃
chitecture which involves a tripartite collaboration，
remote ground-based crew，airline and ATC，and
with the support of airborne automatic/autonomous

system， the remote ground-based crew could ac⁃
complish surface operation process in the ground sta⁃
tion through C2 link. At this time，the airline dis⁃
patcher，as the“co-pilot”of the aircraft，will take
charge of surface operation monitoring and provide
one-to-one assistance，so that the remote pilot could

Fig.7 Status of CRPA in airport surface operation
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focus on piloting. With the support of ADS-C and
surface trajectory-based operations（STBO），in case
of conflicts during taxiing，the airborne autonomous
system negotiates avoidance autonomously to re⁃
duce the stop and start frequency of the aircraft，so
as to reduce the workload of the remote ground-

based crew and to improve efficiency.
When the original route needs to be changed

due to weather hazards，the remote pilot proposes
the change according to the new weather forecast
provided by ATC. The airline dispatcher，as the co-

pilot，will receive the current flight status，deter⁃
mine the reason for the change of flight plan，orga⁃

nize new flight process，establish new flight paths，
and identify new flight objectives based on sugges⁃
tions proposed by the remote pilot，and finally sub⁃
mit it to ATC. ATC accomplishes the airspace con⁃
flict analysis，provides flight route meteorological
forecast，coordinates relevant flight routes and deter⁃
mines the new flight management based on the new
path，then sends it to airborne automatic system and
the remote pilot. With the one-on-one assistance of
the airline dispatcher，the remote pilot determines
the latest flight plan and transmits instructions to the
airborne automation system via C2 link. The entire
process described above is shown in Fig. 8.

3. 3 RPO mode and dual‑pilot mode compari‑

son

In order to accelerate the integration of CRPA
into the existing ATC system and minimize the ef⁃
fects on the existing ATC’s working mode and in⁃
formation processing program，the communication
method between CRPA and ATC system is that
CRPA works as a repeater，which is the same as
that of manned aircraft. In this method，the amounts
of communication time between remote pilot and
ATC will increase（defined as 2 s），among which
the time for passing through C2 link is defined as
1.5 s，and the time for passing through the air-to-air

data link is defined as 0.5 s. For example，the pre-
flight inspection under RPO mode is applied by a re⁃
mote pilot. The airborne automatic system conducts
the pre-flight equipment inspection according to the
checklist，and then transmits the results to ATC
through air-to-air data link. The airborne automatic
system takes about 10 s for inspection and data
transferring takes 0.5 s. Under the traditional dual-
pilot mode，the checklist is manually accomplished，
and costs 2 min，and the pilot，the co-pilot，and
ATC are required to participate at the same time，
which will increase the workload of all the participa⁃
tions.

If the off-nominal emergency occurs during the

Fig.8 Sequence of flight plan change
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flight，the remote pilot，with the assistance of the
airline dispatcher，will take CRPA as a communica⁃
tion relay node to communicate with the air traffic
controller. The advantage of this is that CRPAs air⁃
borne automatic/autonomous system could also ac⁃
complish communication task with ATC or airline
even if C2 link is lost，as well as accomplish the
emergency processing procedure in an automatic
and autonomous manner.

We take the pre-flight inspection as an exam⁃
ple. Operations under the traditional dual-pilot mode
will be re-assigned to the airborne automatic/autono⁃
mous system，the remote pilot and the airline dis⁃
patcher to establish a collaborative mode，which ba⁃
sically covers the flight operations of the dual-pilot，
as shown in Figs. 9，10. In addition，we calibrate
each operation and the response time over different
communication links，and then accumulate the time.
The time comparison for each step is shown in
Fig. 11. It is found that the whole process costs
5 min and 20 s in the dual-pilot mode，while only
2 min and 54 s in RPO mode. It can be seen that
when the airborne automatic system replaces some
functions of the traditional co-pilot，it can shorten
about 48% of the flight operation time in pre-flight
inspection and greatly improve the pilot operation
accuracy.

4 Conclusions

This paper describes the system architecture
for CRPA system and its components. We study the
air-ground collaboration system architecture of RPO
mode，and propose an air-ground collaborative deci⁃
sion-making mode. Finally，we model different situ⁃
ations based on flight types and pilots piloting speci⁃
fication and physical status. Taking surface opera⁃
tion as an experimental example，we compare the
advantages and disadvantages between RPO mode
and the current dual-pilot mode from the perspec⁃
tives of time and operation coverage，and draw con⁃
clusions that RPO mode can basically cover theFig.9 Pre-flight inspection of RPO mode

Fig.10 Pre-flight inspection of dual-pilot mode

Fig.11 Operation and response time comparison
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flight operations of the dual-pilot，improve the accu⁃
racy of pilot operations and greatly reduce response
time.
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商用飞机远程驾驶模式的概念架构

罗 悦，王 淼，肖 刚，王国庆
（上海交通大学航空航天学院，上海 200030，中国）

摘要：随着民用航空客运量的不断增加和航空物流的快速发展，商用飞机远程驾驶（Remotely piloted operations，
RPO）模式的研究受到了广泛的关注。远程驾驶模式通过构建机载自动/自主系统、远程地面机组和空中交通管

制的三方协作架构来共同完成飞行驾驶决策。本文首先对商用远程驾驶飞机系统的组织架构及其组成部分进

行了描述；然后建立了新型的空地协同决策模式，并根据飞行类型和远程飞行员的身体状况划分了六种不同的

情况；最后，我们以机场场面运行过程为例，将机场场面运行过程进行建模并从时间和操作覆盖度的层面对比分

析 RPO模式和目前双人制机组之间的优缺点，分析得出 RPO模式基本上能够覆盖双人制的飞行操作，可以提高

飞行驾驶操作精度并在飞行前检查中缩短了 48%的操作时间。通过上述内容研究，为我国商用飞机开展远程驾

驶研究奠定了一定的技术基础。

关键词：远程驾驶模式；商用远程驾驶飞机；机载自动/自主系统；飞行过程
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